True Stories of the Weird and Unexplained
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mysteries Mysterious True Stories Too Freaky For Mulder And Scully. Isadora Teich Take a
look at these cases that might even be too weird for The X-Files.Creepy unexplained stories in
America tend to rest heavily on unsolved area that's more susceptible to strange crime than any
other - except for New Jersey.A strange oily sheen on the woman's skin and unexplained white
crystals in her blood were reported. A doctor suffered liver and lung damage.Unexplained
stories. You will find on those pages weird tales, mysterious stories that could'nt take place in
any other sections of this site or, inversely, could.Editorial Reviews. About the Author. Hi, I'm
Max Mason Hunter, here's a bit about me; I'm an True Stories Of The Paranormal, Strange
Sightings, Eerie True Ghost Stories And Unexplained Phenomena (True Paranormal
Hauntings) eBook.Weird And Unusual True Stories Of The Paranormal, Strange Sightings,
Eerie True Ghost Stories And Unexplained Phenomena Get Your FREE
BONUSES.Anomalies is a database of paranormal, strange, legendary, and mysterious events,
objects, and people, A Selection of Random Stories in Anomalies.If You Read These 6
Unexplained Paranormal Stories, You Won't Sleep Tonight Below are some of the creepiest
true happenings that aren't just "stories. gleaming red eyes that peer out of the dark with a
weird radiance.Download the app and start listening to True Police Stories: Inside The REAL
Stories of the Scary, Unexplained & Weird today - Free with a 30 day Trial!.I want to shit the
bed. Freak me the fuck out. It can be weird creatures, weird humans, ghosts, unexplained,
whatever. Real stories please. Edit.Editor's Note: The following is an excerpt from Ingrid P.
Dean's "True Police Stories of the Strange & Unexplained" which details first-hand.While
these stories may sound incredulous, the witness accounts and corroborating evidence just
might have you believing them.These are ten absolutely true, totally creepy paranormal stories
that defy logic her own brain tumor with help of mysterious voices in her head was published .
A young man in Lansing, Michigan hears a strange two-toned.Weird stories from the South
that you can believe, or not. True story of unexplained paranormal phenomena in a Virginia
suburb. Written by Benjamin Stevens.Glitch in the matrix stories evoke the feeling that the
world is not as we've Was weird but I've experienced so many small unusual incidents like this
(things Here's the real freaky part—it started happening even when my friends were talking.
the protagonist is talking to some mysterious being, turns away for a second.30 Real Stories of
Unexplainable Events. Paranormal She said she thought it was kinda a weird dream, since her
friend had recently committed suicide.
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